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4 The World in 2019
Corruption, dysfunction, division and
dissension are contributing to a crisis of trust.
Conflicts of all types are fueling a climate of
instability in the world as we begin 2019. But
there is light at the end of the tunnel!

CONSIDER
THIS

FOR DISCERNING READERS ONLY

O

On the fifth anniversary of Discern,
let’s revisit the magazine’s founding
principles from the first issue.

Let’s be upfront—the unabashed purpose of this
magazine is to influence the way you think … just like
everyone else in your life is trying to do.

A piece of your mind

From the time you’re born, everyone wants a piece of your
mind. Everything you hear or read is someone’s attempt to
shape the way you think.
Likewise, everything you say or write is your attempt to
shape, to some degree, what someone else thinks. Never
underestimate the power of those who exert the most
influence in this arena, because as the thinking goes, so
follows the behavior of individuals, groups, even the world.
Thoughts give birth to deeds.

The best and the worst

From this influence emerge both the best and worst of
humanity’s accomplishments. For example, the dizzying
pace of technological breakthroughs is due largely to the
influence of globally shared knowledge. Many of these
breakthroughs immensely improve our quality of life.
Why, then, are we still in the Dark Ages when it comes
to finding solutions for humanity’s greatest social and
moral problems?
This nagging question has a simple explanation: Since
no two people think exactly alike, inevitably our values
compete. And because our thinking is fluid, inevitably
our standards change, our ethics evolve, our morals
seesaw—but in many different directions, each person
determining what is right in his or her own eyes. Sooner
or later people’s attitudes chafe, egos flare, emotions boil
over and people clash.
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Because the conflict is so hurtful, even
fatal, we grasp for better ways to think
about life’s biggest issues—living peaceably,
attaining happiness, resolving conflict and
finding meaning to our existence. But as
the answers elude us, we wobble from one
crisis to another.

Wave the white flag

Isn’t it time to wave the white flag and
concede that, since our best minds have failed
to figure it out, we need to turn elsewhere for new thinking?
Discern exists to do just that—to point in a new direction. Its
reason for being is found in its basic definitions:
dis•cern 1. to examine, prove or test, scrutinize; 2. to
identify, distinguish; 3. to come to know or recognize.
We don’t claim to have a corner on the market of
knowledge. But we do know that humanity’s problems are
spiritual in nature—they spring from misguided thinking and
destructive attitudes. Hence, they must be met with spiritual
solutions—changes in perception, understanding and attitude.

It’s a spiritual quest

Discerning the truth about life’s meaning, right and
wrong, good and evil, is a spiritual quest. We believe
humanity’s track record proves it’s impossible to
comprehend these matters apart from God, whom billions
of people claim to know but who, in reality, remains largely
ignored, misrepresented and irrelevant in daily life.
“My thoughts are not your thoughts,” God says. But He
assures us that we can learn to think His way “if you cry out
for discernment, and lift up your voice for understanding.”
Yes, the biggest battle in the world right now is for the
mind and heart of every single person. And, yes, into this
confusing clamor of ideas Discern adds its voice. This fifth
anniversary issue gives you a fresh view for examining
the issues of life in the light of God and the timeless
principles of His Word.
We hope your thinking is challenged and enlightened,
and your life changed, by the power to discern.

Clyde Kilough
Editor
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Corruption, dysfunction,
division and dissension are
contributing to a crisis of
trust. Conflicts of all types
are fueling a climate of
instability in the world as we
begin 2019. But there is light
at the end of the tunnel!
By Joel Meeker

THE WORLD

IN 2019

O

n Sept. 25, United Nations Secretary- Africa: dysfunctional
General António Guterres delivered dictatorships
Africa is still troubled by its
his annual address to the UN General d y s f u n c t i o n a l a u t o c r a t i c “ b i g
Assembly. His opening words reflected man” regimes. While a few African
a worldwide malaise brought on by a nations have transitioned to at least
marginally democratic governments,
sentiment of betrayal.
most still suffer under dictators.

He began, “Our world is suffering
from a bad case of ‘ Trust Def icit
Disorder.’ People are feeling troubled
and insecure. Trust is at a breaking
point. Trust in national institutions.
Trust among states. Trust in the rulesbased global order. Within countries,
people are losing faith in political
establishments, polarization is on the
rise and populism is on the march.”
He further explained, “Universal
values are being eroded. Democratic
principles are under siege, and the rule
of law is being undermined. Impunity
is on the rise, as leaders and states push
the boundaries, both at home and in
the international arena.”
These incisive obser vations
accurately portray the world as it
enters 2019. Many people are no
longer sure what or whom they
can trust.
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Asia: concerns over
China’s ambitions

In Asia, totalitarian China is
continuing its quest to become the
continental hegemon using multiple
strategies. China’s rapid economic
development means it is far from
self-sufficient in raw materials. So its
One Belt, One Road Initiative, rolled
out in 2013, is attempting to create a
modern version of the legendary Silk
Road across Asia to Europe, giving
access to foreign markets and resources.
(See more about the initiative and its
prophetic implications in our online
article “China’s Dream.”)
Forbes reports that the initiative is
“one of the most ambitious undertakings
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in human history” and that it “could
cost 12 times as much as what the
U.S. spent on the Marshall Plan to
rebuild Europe following World War II”
(Frank Holmes, “China’s Belt and Road
Initiative Opens Up Unprecedented
Opportunities,” Sept. 4, 2018).
Stratfor reports that in May 2017
leaders from 29 European and Asian
countries, with representatives from
130 other nations, attended a summit
in Beijing to celebrate four years of
the initiative and showcase Chinese
p l a n s f o r t h e f u t u re . Th e m a i n
obstacle to the initiative, however,
has been a lack of trust in China’s
underlying motivation . Smaller
countries are leer y of incurring
unsustainable debt and of China
effectively taking control of their
economies and resources.
In the Pacific, China continues to
alarm its neighbors by creating
military installations on artificial
islands in the South China Sea .
Wr i t i n g f o r Th e Te l e g ra p h , N e i l
Connor explains, “China has triggered
diplomatic protests after images
broadcast on state television appeared
to show it had reneged on a promise
not to militarise artificial islands it
has built in the South China Sea”
( Jan. 9, 2018).
This construction is ongoing despite
the Permanent Court of Arbitration
in The Hague ruling in July 2016
that China’s territorial claims were
spurious. China angrily refused to
acknowledge the court’s jurisdiction.
The rule of law erodes; leaders push
boundaries.

According to PlanetRulers.com ,
there are currently 19 dictatorships
in Africa, three times the number
of nations considered “free” on the
continent.
Under dictatorial regimes, civil
rights are not respected, corruption
abounds and people live in fear
of displeasing the powers that be.
This writer often witnesses Africans
looking around carefully before
making what could be considered
a comment critical of the “big man”
or his government. There is almost
universal distrust of anyone wearing
a uniform and of all government
institutions, such is the level of
corruption from the top down.
There is no real rule of law; the
dictator’s will rules.

South and Central
America: struggling
with corruption

Most nations in South and Central
America are also struggling with
corruption.
The worst case is Venezuela, where
the economy has completely imploded
u n d e r a co r r u p t a n d a u t o c ra t i c
dictatorship. According to the CIA’s
World Factbook , in 2017 inf lation
exceeded 2,000 percent and the GDP
contracted 12 percent. Venezuelans
are fleeing their country en masse.
According to the Council on Foreign
Affairs, as many as 2 million to 4 million
Venezuelans have left their country.
Some have migrated to Colombia,
where many women, even collegeeducated professionals, have turned
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to prostitution in order to feed their
families (David Brennan, “Venezuelan
Women Turning to Prostitution to
Survive,” Newsweek.com, Aug. 24, 2018).
B ra z i l h a s e l e c t e d a f a r - r i g h t ,
populist president in Jair Bolsonaro.
He faces a herculean task in his
avowed goal of fighting corruption
in a nation slammed by scandals at
all levels of business and politics.
Corruption is a major problem
through most of South and Central
America. According to Transparency
International, which ranks countries’
corruption levels from 1 (ver y
corrupt) to 100 (very clean), only
Chile, Uruguay and French Guiana
are above 50. Most, including Brazil,
are ranked in the 30s.

U.S.: a house divided

The corruption and rampant crime
south of the Rio Grande have impacted
the U.S. through increased illegal
immigration. The caravans of people
from nations such as Honduras,
Guatemala and El Salvador that
stream north to try to claim asylum
have become bones of contention in
the U.S. political arena. Some want
to totally abolish the Immigration
and Customs Enforcement agency.
On the other side are those alarmed
by a perceived invasion of illegal
immigrants and a loss of control of the

THE U.S.
HAS
BECOME
A “HOUSE
DIVIDED
AGAINST
ITSELF.”
nation’s border. This is symptomatic
of a deepening and hardening divide.
A Pew Research Report in October
of 2017 found that “the divisions
between Republicans and Democrats
on fundamental political values—on
government , race, immigration ,
national security, environmental
protection and other areas—reached
record levels during Barack Obama’s
presidency. In Donald Trump’s first
year as president, these gaps have
grown even larger. And the magnitude

of these differences dwarfs other
divisions in society, along such lines
as gender, race and ethnicity, religious
observance or education.”
Americans are now being targeted
by other Americans in violent attacks
because of their political views.
The rising acrimony underscores
how much the U.S. has become a
“ house divided against itself,” a
situation, Jesus Christ pointed out,
which cannot long endure. There is
rising mistrust among fellow citizens,
and some are willing to abandon longestablished democratic principles in
order to try to win their cause.
On the international scene, the
American president has announced
the U.S. withdrawal from the
Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces
Treaty over accusations that Russia
has been routinely in violation.
These violations of trust will likely
lead to a renewed arms race, with
unforeseeable consequences.
( Fo r b a ck g ro u n d a n d p ro p h e t i c
implications, see our online article
“New Nuclear Nightmares.”)

European Union:
growing dissension

Europe also is facing a crisis of trust
and challenges to the rule of law.
British citizens signaled their distrust
of the EU by voting themselves out of
it in June of 2016, though how that
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will be implemented, by March 2019,
has been a Gordian knot.
Strafor reports that Vladimir Putin’s
Russia has been attempting to sow
division in the European Union by
allying itself with populist leaders
in Hungary and other countries that
were in the former Soviet Bloc (Eugene
Chausovsky, “ How Russia Makes
Power Plays in European Politics,”
Oct. 11, 2018).
There is more dissension within
the Union. Stratfor explains, “On
Oct. 15, the Italian government went
to Brussels to present its budget
proposals, which call for a deficit
i n cre a s e o f 2 . 4 percen t o f gro ss
domestic product (GDP) in 2019—
signif icantly higher than the 0.8
percent that the European Union was
expecting” (“Italy: Rome Challenges
the European Union With Plan to
Increase Its Budget Def icit,” Oct.
16, 2018). Rome openly challenged
Brussels’ rules. Where this leads will
be an indicator of the strength of the
EU and whether it can continue in its
present form.
And Poland is being sued by the
EU over charges the conservative
government is trying to pack the
Po l i s h S u p r e m e Co u r t . R e u t e r s
reports, “‘The European Commission
maintains that the Polish law on the
Supreme Court is incompatible with
EU law as it undermines the principle
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of judicial independence, including
the irremovability of judges,’ the
EU’s executive Commission said”
(Sept. 24, 2018).
For a look at how current European
disarray may lead to a future
temporary unity, see our Life, Hope &
Truth blog post “Europe’s Civil War.”

Why the crisis of trust?

What is the cause of the “Trust Deficit
Disorder” about which Mr. Guterres
spoke? It is a combination of corrosive
thinking and misplaced trust.
The apostle Paul warned Timothy
about evil thought processes to come
shortly before the return of Jesus
Christ. “But know this, that in the last
days perilous times will come: For men
will be lovers of themselves, lovers of
money, boasters, proud, blasphemers,
disobedient to parents, unthankful,
u n h o ly, u n l o v i n g , u n f o rg i v i n g ,
slanderers, without self-control, brutal,
despisers of good, traitors, headstrong,
haughty, lovers of pleasure rather than
lovers of God, having a form of godliness
but denying its power” (2 Timothy 3:1-5).
We are seeing these attitudes rising
toward a crescendo of egocentricity,
cold indifference and outright violence.
There is a crisis of trust because people
place confidence in their own hearts, and
the human heart is “deceitful above all
things, and desperately wicked; who can
know it?” ( Jeremiah 17:9).

From chaos to
confidence

We don’t know exactly what will
happen in 2019, but corruption, scandals
and conflicts made worse by lack of trust
are sure to play a part.
The solution would be to stop trusting
in oneself and in other people, and to
place trust where it is truly deserved.
The Bible informs us, “He who trusts
in his own heart is a fool, but whoever
walks wisely will be delivered” (Proverbs
28:26). And, “It is better to trust in the
Lord than to put confidence in man. It
is better to trust in the Lord than to put
confidence in princes” (Psalm 118:8-9).
Unlike what we will see in the world
in 2019, trust placed in God will never
be betrayed. We can look forward
with confidence to a prophesied time
beyond the current growing chaos,
when trust will be universal:
“O Lord, I will praise You; though
You were angry with me, Your anger
is turned away, and You comfort me.
Behold, God is my salvation, I will trust
and not be afraid; ‘For YAH, the Lord,
is my strength and song; He also has
become my salvation’” (Isaiah 12:1-2).
We can have complete confidence
and trust in God’s promised outcomes.
Study more about end-time prophecy
and the good news beyond it by
downloading our free booklets The
Book of Revelation: The Storm Before the
Calm and The Mystery of the Kingdom. D
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What
Are YOU
DOING
With
WHAT
YOU
KNOW?
The truths of the Bible
are not just about
head knowledge. God
wants us to be cut
to the heart and to
commit to change
and grow. Is it now
time to act?
By Ralph Levy
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ou’ve read the
articles in Discern
and on Life,
Hope & Truth.
You’ve studied.
You’ve diligently
compared them with what the Word
of God actually states. And slowly
but surely conviction has formed
in you. You’ve found the “pearl of
great price,” the knowledge of the
Kingdom of God.
But now what are you going to do
with what you’ve learned? Is it now
time to act on that knowledge?

What about the
Sabbath?

Unless you’re new to this magazine,
chances are you’ve already learned
about God’s Sabbath, the fourth of
the 10 Commandments (Exodus
20:8-11). You may know by now that
your Creator commands His children

to rest on the Sabbath from Friday
sunset till Saturday sunset. Work is
forbidden during that time. Yes, it can
be a challenge to rearrange one’s work
schedule to follow God’s command in
this—but He demands no less.
So isn’t it time for you to begin to
keep the Sabbath day holy?
Maybe you’ve read the command
for the people of God to assemble
on the seventh day, the Sabbath
(Leviticus 23:2-3; Hebrews 10:24-25).
For some it may be hard to begin to
assemble with true Christians on the
Sabbath. Yet that is what God requires.
It’s pretty clear in the Scriptures. And
the rewards are great: time with other
like-minded believers, the chance to
listen and learn from God’s ministers
and to begin a life of Christian growth.
Is it time? And if not now, when?
Perhaps you’ve come to understand
the deeper things of the plan of God,
including the fact that God brings
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His plan to fruition in phases. You may by now see that this era before the
second coming of Jesus Christ is the era of the gathering of the firstfruits of
God’s plan, symbolized by the spring harvests in the Middle East. If so—if God
is calling you—isn’t it time for you to respond?

Living, active faith

Christian study should produce conviction. Conviction leads to faith. And
faith leads to action. As the apostle James so concisely put it, “faith by itself, if it
does not have works, is dead” ( James 2:17).
He went on to explain the difference between a belief that produces nothing,
and true faith that does something. “But someone will say, ‘You have faith, and
I have works.’ Show me your faith without your works, and I will show you my
faith by my works” (verse 18).
He goes even further: “You believe that there is one God. You do well. Even the
demons believe—and tremble! But do you want to know, O foolish man, that
faith without works is dead?” (verses 19-20).
Just believing, without doing, puts us in bad company! The demons believe,
but they are enemies of God whose goal is to thwart the plan of salvation. But
when we do—when we follow through on what we know to be right—we share
an experience with the rest of the saints of God.
“But recall the former days in which, after you were illuminated, you endured
a great struggle with sufferings: partly while you were made a spectacle both by
reproaches and tribulations, and partly while you became companions of those
who were so treated” (Hebrews 10:32-33).
Those early steps, taking action on what we have learned, may bring struggles
and sufferings, but they also bring a great reward in the form of companionship
with those who’ve experienced the same.

God wants to see us grow
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Jesus Christ likened the preaching of the gospel to a sower of seed going out to
sow, not knowing whether a crop would be produced or not (Matthew 13:3-9).
Some of the seed fell by the side of the road and was quickly plucked up and
devoured by the birds without producing anything (verses 4 and 19). Some fell
on the wrong kind of terrain, stony ground, where the seed didn’t put down the
roots so necessary for it to grow and produce (verses 5-6, 20-21). The one who
receives the seed in this way is superficial and doesn’t produce over time.
Some of the seed fell among thorns—competing claims to our attention, worldly
cares, an excessive desire to make money, forces and influences that choke out
the knowledge of God’s way of life (verses 7 and 22). Sad to say, this has happened
at times, and some have allowed the seed of the gospel to become unfruitful.
Yet there have always been, and are today, those who receive the seed on
good, fertile ground, where it takes root, buds and produces fruit of Christian
growth, fruit for eternal life (verses 8 and 23).
Could that be you? As Jesus said, “He who has ears to hear, let him hear!” (verse 9).

His message was aptly summed up
in the first chapter of Mark’s Gospel:
“The time is fulfilled, and the
kingdom of God is at hand. Repent,
and believe in the gospel” (Mark 1:15).
To repent means to change, to make
an about-face in one’s life and to live a
new life of obedience to God.
And Jesus went further. “But why do
you call Me ‘Lord, Lord,’ and not do
the things which I say?” (Luke 6:46).
It’s all too easy to talk the talk, but it
can be hard to walk the walk.

It’s time

But you’ve read to the end of this
article! And chances are you may have
learned a lot more. If you’ve come this
far and come to understand, it’s time
to follow through. It’s time to act on
those convictions. It’s time to begin
the Christian life.
So what are you waiting for? What
are you doing with what you know?
True Christianity requires action. God
commands it.
Our booklet Change Your Life! takes
a step-by-step approach to the biblical
teaching about conversion. We
encourage you to study it with your
Bible and begin to apply it today. D

Christ’s call to change

Many who read articles in Discern and on Life, Hope & Truth live in supposedly
Christian nations, where the message of do-nothing Christianity is sounded
loudly. “Just believe; that’s all you have to do” is the message. The Savior never
taught that—nor do those who today teach the same message He taught.

LifeHopeandTruth.com
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“No Good Deed Goes

Unpunished”
Too often, doing a good deed can come with a heavy
price. Is the cost of doing good worth the reward? Is
there even a reward? Today’s society might say no,
but Scripture shows us otherwise.

A

s I began a new job, a
coworker told me,
“Never volunteer for
anything, and don’t
help anyone else do
anything. If you do,
you’ll end up stuck doing it forever.
Or worse, you’ll make the rest of us
look bad. Don’t make us look bad!”
I’d like to say this was an odd way
of being greeted by coworkers, and
perhaps this particular company
was the exception.
I’d like to say that.
Unfortunately, as I’ve transitioned
from one career to another over the
years, I’ve found this mind-set is more
often the rule than it is the exception.
In society today it seems that if you
stand out from the crowd—if you try
to do the right thing—you run the
risk of being labeled a “do-gooder”
or a “ladder-climber,” or one of many
other derogatory terms designed to
reprimand you for your good deeds.
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By David Hicks
Tall poppy syndrome

Many cultures around the world have
some variation of the saying, “Don’t
be the tall poppy.” The concept of the
tall poppy syndrome is believed to date
back to around 500 B.C. when Roman
King Lucius Tarquinius Superbus
instructed his son Sexton on how to
manage the city of Gabii. The king
struck his stick across a field of poppies,
cutting down all the tall poppies. The
implied meaning was to cut down
anyone who seemed to stand out—to
eliminate those who appeared to be a
threat to the leader.
One form of the tall poppy
syndrome is between an individual
and his or her peers. This is seen when
a person’s actions distinguish him or
her from others. The person’s peers
attack that person, usually due to
resentment and envy, in order to make
the person seem unimportant or his or
her actions less notable. The person
who has accomplished a good deed is

belittled and mocked in order for the
others to feel better about themselves.
Doing good can come with a heavy
penalty. You can be mocked or insulted
for doing the right thing. You can
receive a reprimand from coworkers for
going above and beyond.
Sometimes in our attempts to do the
right thing—to do good—we end up
finding ourselves looking quite a bit
like the tall poppy.
So is it worth it?

Threatened by good

Jesus Christ set countless examples of
doing good. Acts 10:38 tells us, “God
anointed Jesus of Nazareth with the Holy
Spirit and with power, who went about
doing good and healing all who were
oppressed by the devil, for God was with
Him” (emphasis added).
Christ had compassion upon the sick
and the outcasts. He physically touched
the untouchable leper and healed him.
Jesus Christ cast out demons, caused the
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lame to stand, showed love to sinners
and raised the dead to physical life.
All of these acts were acts of good!
Jesus stood above the rest.
And Jesus Christ’s acts of good did
not go unnoticed.
The leaders of Judea noticed His
good works and highly disapproved.
They felt threatened by Jesus’ good
d e e d s , t h a t t h e i r a u t h o r i ty wa s
undermined by Jesus’ focus on God’s
standards of service and compassion
( Matthew 12:11-14). It was as if
Jesus placed a target on Himself by
performing so many good deeds.
Just as it can be for those who strive
to do good today, Jesus’ example of
good caused Him to be despised and
resented by His peers and by those who
desired to remain in religious control.
Because He stood out—because He was
the perfect example of right and good—
Jesus received the full wrath of those
who wanted more than anything to cut
down and belittle His example. Jesus was
crucified for standing out. But God used
His sacrifice for a much greater purpose.
Without this sacrifice by the Son of
God, we would have no hope for our
future. Our lives would have no meaning.
Our sins would keep us separated from
God, and eternal death would be our
deserved punishment (Isaiah 59:2;
Romans 6:20-23). But Jesus paid the price
for our sins—our transgression of God’s
law—and thereby opened the door to
God for all mankind (Galatians 3:13-14).

No good deed
goes unrewarded

Jesus Christ understood that His
good works as a servant and a teacher
of the truth would cause Him to be
hated, and that those who strive to
follow His example would be hated
as well ( John 15:18-25).
But He also knew good deeds come
with a reward.
The Bible talks about a free gift and
a reward. We need to understand both.
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God the Father and the Word who
became flesh, Jesus Christ, established
a plan long ago. This plan was to
create a family—a family of billions
upon billions! Because of Christ’s

Doing right
is never
the wrong
decision.

goodness, the door was opened and
we have an opportunity to partake in
the free gift of salvation and become
a part of the family of God (Ephesians
1:5). There is nothing we could ever do
to earn salvation. It is an undeserved,
gracious gift.
Those who have been chosen by
God now will also have the
opportunity to receive the reward of
serving beside Jesus Christ upon His
return. But this reward of a position
of service with Christ isn’t just handed
to us regardless of how we live our
lives (Matthew 16:27).
The free gift of salvation for all
mankind was made possible by Jesus
Christ when He sacrificed Himself to
bear our sins through His crucifixion
and death. However, the reward of our
position of service with Jesus Christ in
the future requires our sacrifice and
service now. To learn more about
the events following Jesus’ return, see
our online article “The Prophesied
Restoration of All Things.”
We, too, have sacrifices to make.
We have to stand up for what is
right and just. We must do the things
no one else wants to do for fear of
being labeled, mocked and ridiculed.

Doing good deeds—serving others
and stepping up even when it comes
with a price—is what’s expected of
us if we’re to count ourselves as
followers of Jesus Christ.
Only when we mirror Jesus’ example
and turn our focus on others instead of
ourselves can we begin to understand
the reward. Jesus said that for the things
we give up in this life we will “receive
a hundredfold” in God’s Kingdom
(Matthew 19:27-29).
Our reward comes through following
the example of Christ—serving those in
need—helping the helpless—doing good
to those who may never return the favor,
always with the motivation of love. We
must not serve to be seen or to be praised
by people now (Matthew 6:1-4).
Jesus’ actions and His own words tell
us, “Love your enemies, and do good,
and lend, expecting nothing in return,
and your reward will be great, and
you will be sons [and daughters] of
the Most High, for He is kind to the
ungrateful and the evil” (Luke 6:35,
English Standard Version).
The label “do-gooder” can be a label
worth receiving if you are really
doing good. Being seen as one who
“rocks the boat” by going above and
beyond should not be belittling. It
may be disheartening to be assigned
more responsibilities because you set
yourself apart from your peers by
doing good—but doing right is never
the wrong decision. Scripture tells us
there’s a reward for doing good.
At times it can be tough to stand out
from the crowd as someone who is
always going to strive to do good, but
it’s still the right thing to do. Always!
Today, those who stand out are often
cut down. Society attempts to teach us
that no good deed goes unpunished.
But in the future, God promises a
wonderful reward for good deeds
motivated by godly love.
In the end, no good deed will go
unrewarded. D
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As the world
becomes
increasingly
secular and
atheistic,
Christianity
itself is being
critically
examined.
What would
Jesus say
about this
sobering
crisis?
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By David Treybig
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Following
in

His
Footsteps

S

tatistics show that
Christianity is the
largest religion in the
world, and according
to the Pew Research
Center, it is likely to
remain so for the next four decades.
As of 2010, there were an estimated
2.2 billion people identifying
themselves as Christians, which
was about one-third of the world’s
population. But all is not well with the
world’s largest religion.

Troubles in Christianity

News of the sexual abuse of children
by leaders in the Catholic Church has
been sobering. The abuse is said to
have occurred in many places around
the world, from Europe to Australia,
from Chile to Canada. Reports in
the United States have drawn much
public attention. On Aug. 14, 2018,
the Pennsylvania attorney general
presented a report detailing seven
decades of sexual abuse by priests
against over 1,000 victims.
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This kind of scandal is especially
disheartening for young people,
who are abandoning their Christian
beliefs in large numbers. Reflecting
this trend, in May 2018 voters in the
Republic of Ireland (long considered
a Catholic stronghold) by a 2-to-1
ratio overwhelmingly overturned the
ban on abortion supported by the
Catholic Church. Of course, young
people’s rejection of traditional
church teachings is not just because
of the state of Christianity. It is also
fueled by the atheistic and humanistic
propaganda espoused at many college
campuses and through social media.
Challenges also exist for those who
wish to become Christians. It can
be confusing and discouraging to
find that churches are not unified in
their beliefs. One group teaches one
thing, and another teaches exactly the
opposite. Sadly, among those claiming
to be Christians there have been
variations in doctrine and teaching
from the earliest days.
Given these challenges to Christianity,
a few questions are in order:
Do sins of fallible humans reflect a
problem with Christianity itself?
Is everyone who claims to be one
really a Christian?
How would Jesus respond to these
challenges to the way of life He is
credited with founding?
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Human weaknesses

First, God does not condone
covering up or enabling sins to
continue, and Jesus strongly warned
any who would consider harming
little ones (Matthew 18:6).
On the other end of the spectrum,
however, the Bible does not say that
all Christians are perfect individuals.
Although it can be hard to separate
the teaching of the Bible from
the ungodly actions of those who
claim to be its adherents, all who
desire to follow Christ must come to
understand this. While Jesus clearly
charges His followers to be “the light of
the world” (Matthew 5:14), the reality
is that all humans sin (Romans 3:23).
When criticized for associating
with sinners, Jesus Himself said,
“Those who are well have no need of
a physician, but those who are sick”
(Matthew 9:12).
The key point is that people who
are committed to following Christ
are not perfect now, but they are
striving to become perfect. Their full
intention should be to no longer sin
as a way of life (1 John 1:7-10). When
fallible humans repent of their sins
and are baptized, they can receive
forgiveness of their sins and God’s
Holy Spirit (Acts 2:38), which can
help them live as God desires and
truly become “the light of the world.”

The Christianity of the Bible should
not be condemned because people
who claim to be Christians don’t
always live up to its ideals.

Variations in belief
within Christianity

Within a couple of decades of the
founding of the Church of God on the
Day of Pentecost in A.D. 31, doctrinal
differences arose over whether
gentile—non-Jewish—males needed
to be circumcised in order to be saved
(Acts 15:1). Although a judgment was
made on this issue by the apostles
and elders who had gathered in
Jerusalem, some people refused to
accept the ruling that gentile males
need not be circumcised.
Those who opposed the ruling on
circumcision also mistakenly
tried to push the Church toward
the ditch of justification by works
(Galatians 5:1-4). Sadly, they created
much confusion within the Church
as they strove to advance their
beliefs. Paul vigorously defended
justification by faith and the
decision made by the apostles and
elders in Jerusalem. In doing so,
Paul called those who opposed
the teaching of the Church “false
brethren” who were teaching a
“different gospel” (Galatians 2:4; 1:6;
compare 2 Corinthians 11:26).
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Here we come face-to-face with an
inconvenient truth. There can be false
brethren. People aren’t necessarily
Christians just because they say they are!
Toward the end of the first century
the problem with false brethren
became so acute that Jude urged
faithful members “to contend earnestly
for the faith which was once for all
delivered to the saints. For certain men
have crept in unnoticed, … ungodly
men, who turn the grace of our God
into lewdness and deny the only
Lord God and our Lord Jesus Christ”
( Jude 1:4). Here the false brethren
were pushing the Church toward the
opposite ditch of rejecting God’s law.
Along similar lines, John wrote of
people who had left the Church
but were apparently still trying
to deceive members (1 John 2:19,
26). Furthermore, members in the
congregations at Pergamos and Thyatira
had been influenced by false doctrine
and teaching (Revelation 2:14-15, 20).
In succeeding centuries false
brethren and teachers systematically
ignored or replaced the doctrines
that were part of the Church of God
at its founding. By the fourth century
the majority of people and churches
claiming to be Christians were
worshipping on Sunday instead of
the seventh-day Sabbath, observing
man-made holidays instead of the
holy days observed by Jesus and His
apostles, and developing a nonbiblical
explanation of the Godhead.
For further explanation and
documentation of these historical
changes, see Chapter 4 of our booklet
Where Is the Church Jesus Built?
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The importance of
imitating Christ

The concept of being a disciple of
Jesus has largely been lost among
people claiming to be Christians
today. To be a disciple “implies that
the person not only accepts the views
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of the teacher, but that he is also in
practice an adherent” (“Disciple,”
International Standard Bible
Encyclopedia). Another Bible help
says, “A disciple of Christ is one who
(1) believes his doctrine, (2) rests on
his sacrifice, (3) imbibes his spirit, and
(4) imitates his example” (“Disciple,”
Easton’s Bible Dictionary).
Imitating Christ includes
worshipping on the seventh day of
the week (Saturday) and observing
the biblical holy days instead of
Christmas and Easter. This, of course,
is precisely what Jesus’ disciples did.
As Paul pointedly instructed the
Corinthians: “Imitate me, just as I also
imitate Christ” (1 Corinthians 11:1).

He who says
he abides in
Him ought
himself also
to walk just as
He walked.
Living as Christ lived was preached
by the other apostles as well. Peter said
that we “should follow His steps” (1 Peter
2:21, emphasis added throughout), and
John wrote: “He who says he abides in
Him ought himself also to walk just as
He walked” (1 John 2:6).
Christians of the first century
heeded this instruction. As Paul told
the Thessalonians: “And you became
followers of us and of the Lord”
(1 Thessalonians 1:6).
Today, if we want to truly be
Christians, we need to imitate Christ
in all ways. We need to practice the
Christianity Jesus and His disciples
of the first century practiced. We
need to forgo the doctrinal changes
introduced by men and instead
faithfully adhere to the instruction

given by Jesus and those He trained to
establish His Church.

Christ’s response to
current conditions

If Jesus were to respond to the state of
Christianity today, what do you suppose
He would say? Some sobering words
from Jesus are found near the end of
His Sermon on the Mount—the message
that is perhaps the most well-known and
comprehensive outline of His teaching.
On this occasion, concluding His
message on how His disciples should
conduct themselves, Jesus said, “Not
everyone who says to Me, ‘Lord, Lord,’
shall enter the kingdom of heaven,
but he who does the will of My Father
in heaven. Many will say to Me in
that day, ‘Lord, Lord, have we not
prophesied in Your name, cast out
demons in Your name, and done many
wonders in Your name?’ And then
I will declare to them, ‘I never knew
you; depart from Me, you who practice
lawlessness!’” (Matthew 7:21-23).
Lawlessness is breaking God’s law. It is
missing the mark or standard that Christ
established for His followers. Just calling
Jesus Lord and claiming to be a Christian
is not sufficient. Jesus demands more.
For more about what He desires, see our
free booklet Change Your Life!
If you want to know more about the
seventh-day Sabbath, see our articles
on the Life, Hope & Truth website
under the section “The Fourth
Commandment.” To learn more about
the holy days Jesus observed, see our
booklet From Holidays to Holy Days:
God’s Plan for You.
The problems within Christianity
today are not the fault of the religion
founded by Jesus. The fault lies with
those who claim to be living it. May we
all become better followers of Jesus,
believing in His teaching and imitating
His lifestyle!
Learn more in our article “What Is
a Christian?” D
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Words of
encouragement
and thanks have
great power.
Here are some
key benefits of
appreciation and
some of the most
effective ways to
express gratitude.
By Becky Sweat
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How to Show

Appreciation

T

he summer after I
graduated from college,
I landed a job with my
hometown newspaper. I
would be doing a little of
everything—writing, page
layout, display advertising design and even
some typesetting. Admittedly, it was all quite
challenging for me, and I learned a lot by trial
and error.
At one point, I was sure I would lose this
job. I had typed up a wedding announcement
and misspelled the surname of the groom,
who was a member of a prominent family in
the community. His mother called my editor
to complain about the error, and my editor
then called me into his office.
After I learned what happened, I expected
my editor’s next words would be, “You’re
fired!” Instead, he told me, “Don’t let this
discourage you. We all make mistakes, and
that’s how we learn. We really appreciate
your hard work and that you’ve been willing
to tackle lots of different tasks.”
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Power of appreciation
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Over the years, I’ve thought back on
this incident many times. Rather than
hammer me for my blunder, my boss chose
to offer encouragement and express his
appreciation. His words made me feel like
he truly cared about me and recognized my
efforts, which helped me keep a positive
mind-set.

There isn’t a person alive who doesn’t
want—and need—to hear these kinds of
words. It feels good knowing others value
what we do.
On the flip side, it can also feel good being
the one who passes on such praise. Still,
showing appreciation isn’t just a nice thing
to do. Being appreciative is an essential
godly character trait. It’s an important way
to show love to other people.
Merriam-Webster’s online dictionary
defines appreciation as “a feeling or
expression of admiration, approval or
gratitude.” Saying “thank you” after receiving
a gift or in response to a kind gesture is just
part of it. Appreciation can also mean voicing
sincere praise or compliments to someone,
warmly greeting others when we see them, or
simply reminding ourselves of other people’s
good qualities—as opposed to focusing on
their faults or what we don’t like about them.

Words of encouragement

The apostle Paul said we should “encourage one another and build up one another”
and “appreciate those who diligently labor
among you” (1 Thessalonians 5:11-12, New
American Standard Bible). Verse 12 refers
to how we relate to our spiritual leaders, but
it is a principle that can be applied to other
relationships as well.
The right words can uplift and strengthen
others (Proverbs 12:25; 16:24), and some
of the most encouraging words of all are
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heartfelt appreciation. When we
express this kind of sentiment, we are
following the steps of Jesus Christ,
who praised people when they did
what was right (Matthew 15:28; Mark
14:6-9; Luke 7:9; 21:1-4).
The Bible includes many other
examples of the power of appreciation:
• Paul complimented the brethren
in Rome, Colosse, Thessalonica
and Corinth for their conduct.
• Boaz commended Ruth for her
kindness and devotion
(Ruth 2:11-12; 3:10).
• Jethro instructed his daughters to
invite Moses to eat a meal with
them to thank him for helping
them (Exodus 2:16-20).
• The Proverbs 31 woman was
praised by her husband and
children (verses 28-31).

•

impressed by your music
performance,” or, “Thanks
for your help; I couldn’t have
finished the project without you,”
and mean it, communicates
to him or her that it was
worthwhile, and that he or she is
needed and wanted. We all want
to know that our lives count and
that we matter to someone.
It can inspire others to work harder,
persevere and stay on the right
path. When Paul expressed
appreciation to the brethren,
he knew he would be spurring
them on and encouraging them
to live godly lives. And when
my editor pointed out what I
was doing right, that gave me a
resolve to not give up when the
job got challenging.

•

others have to offer. However,
when we direct our attention
to other people’s skills, talents,
hard work and good ideas, it
helps us remember how much
we benefit from them and that
we should celebrate others’
accomplishments—not just
our own. This helps us develop
a more godly approach when
interacting with others.
It helps us stay positive. By trying
to appreciate those around us,
our demeanor improves. There is
little room for gossip, backbiting
or complaining when we’re
focusing on others’ strengths—
instead of zeroing in on their
weaknesses. This is true even if we
don’t verbalize our admiration.
Just being more mindful of what

express gratitude

We, too, should be thankful for the
people in our lives and be willing to
bestow praise when it is called for.

•

How gratitude helps

The No. 1 reason we should offer
appreciation to others is that God’s
Word tells us we should strive to be
like Him—and showing appreciation is
part of God’s unselfish nature. Beyond
that, it’s also helpful to understand
exactly how appreciation is beneficial
to the giver and receiver. Here are
some of the fruits of appreciation:
• It makes others feel valued and
loved. To tell someone, “I was
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•

It deepens the bonds between us
and others. Psychologists tell us
that when we express appreciation
to other people, they appreciate
us more, which amplifies those
positive feelings. Connections
between people strengthen when
each person feels appreciated.
It takes the focus off of us, which
keeps us grounded. God created
us to need the help and support
of others. Yet the natural human
mind wants to exalt the self. As
a culture, we tend to idolize the
self-made man. These approaches
make it harder to see what

•

there is to appreciate about
others can put us in a thankful
attitude and make us more
pleasant to be around.
It creates harmony. Being
appreciative can prevent tension
and conflicts. We’re less likely
to be frustrated or irritable with
people when we’re truly thankful
for them. One woman confided
to me, “My husband has certain
idiosyncrasies that really grate at
me. When I find myself getting
annoyed, I start thinking about all
his good qualities, and that helps
me keep things in perspective.”
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How to show
appreciation

As important as it is to show
appreciation, it’s not something we
see a lot of in society today. In fact,
the Bible warns us that during the
years leading up to Christ’s return,
mankind would be “unthankful”
(2 Timothy 3:1-2), among other
destructive attitudes.
We can see it all around us.
Turn on the television, go on social
media or walk into the office
breakroom or school cafeteria
and very often the talk is critical,
negative or destructive. “Negativity is
pervasive in our world today,” writes
leadership expert Mike Robbins in
Focus on the Good Stuff (2007, p. 21).
“We tend to focus on what we don’t
like, what gets on our nerves, or what
annoys us about other people” (p. 24).
All this negativity is a reflection
of our extremely competitive
society, explains Mr. Robbins:
“Many of us are quite proud of our
competitiveness and our drive to
succeed. … When we relate to others
from this place of comparison
and competition, someone has
to win and someone has to lose.
This naturally sets up a negative
dynamic that makes appreciation,
acknowledgment, and gratitude
difficult, if not impossible” (p. 31).
But while ingratitude and
negativity are all around us, we must
strive to live differently. There are
many ways to express gratitude, but
some of the most effective are:
• Verbal recognition. The obvious way
to show appreciation is, when
you see others do things right,
sincerely praise them. If you’re at a
restaurant and your server provides
exceptional service, tell him or
her. At the supermarket, thank the
bagger for carefully packing your
groceries. When your children get
their homework done without
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•

•

•

grumbling, commend them for
their good attitudes. Be specific.
Tell others exactly what you
appreciate about them.
Positive body language. Your body
language should reinforce what
you say. Even if you don’t say a
word, positive gestures such as
smiling, making appropriate eye
contact and listening attentively
send the message that you value
the person.
Handwritten notes. Write notes of
appreciation not only to thank
others after they’ve done
something for you, but also to
compliment them on a job well
done or to tell them how much
they mean to you. You might mail
a card to congratulate a friend on
his or her promotion. Leave notes
in your spouse’s laptop bag or on
your coworkers’ desks, expressing
your gratitude for them. The fact
that you took the time to write a
note will mean a lot.
Service. Do favors for the people
in your life as a way of thanking
them for doing a good deed
or simply to encourage them.
Prepare your husband’s favorite
meal after a rough workday.
Do your daughter’s household
chores for her during the week
she’s studying for school exams.

Sit with a single mother at
church so you can help watch
her children. Serving others
in these ways tells them you
recognize their efforts and
appreciate what they’re doing.
Of course showing appreciation
starts with being appreciative.
Our thoughts turn into our
actions, which is why Philippians
4:8 should be our goal: “Whatever
things are true, whatever things
are noble, … just, … pure, …
lovely, … of good report, if there
is any virtue and if there is
anything praiseworthy, meditate
on these things.”
This is not to say we need
to completely gloss over the
negatives about someone. Back
to that incident on my first
newspaper job—my editor didn’t
pretend my mistake didn’t
happen. But he also didn’t dwell
on it. We, too, should be striving
to see others in a positive light.
True, this isn’t the way humans
naturally think. But God will
help us monitor and control our
thoughts if we ask Him.
It’s when we truly have an
appreciative mind-set that
we’ll be able to genuinely
and effectively express our
appreciation to others. D
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Parable of

the Sheep
and

the Goats
Doesn’t God
like goats?
When God
separates the
sheep and the
goats, you
won’t want
to be a goat!
What does the
parable of the
sheep and the
goats mean?
By Mike Bennett
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A

t the end of His
Olivet Prophecy,
Jesus gave three
parables about how
to live now to prepare
for His Kingdom.
The third one could almost
convince you that God—who created
all creatures—doesn’t like goats.
“When the Son of Man comes in His
glory, and all the holy angels with Him,
then He will sit on the throne of His
glory. All the nations will be gathered
before Him, and He will separate
them one from another, as a shepherd
divides his sheep from the goats. …

“Then He will also say to those on
the left hand [the goats], ‘Depart
from Me, you cursed, into the
everlasting fire prepared for the
devil and his angels’” (Matthew
25:31-32, 41).
This “everlasting punishment” is
the opposite of “eternal life” (verse
46). To understand what the Bible
means—and doesn’t mean—by this,
see our online articles “Eternal
Torment?” and “What Is the
Punishment of the Wicked?”
But however you take it, everyone
would agree the outcome for the
goats is not good!
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Why goats?

Jesus didn’t spell out exactly why
the goats were the bad guys in this
parable, but many have speculated.
Here is what Adam Clarke said in
his commentary: “Sheep, which
have ever been considered as the
emblems of mildness, simplicity,
patience and usefulness, represent
here the genuine disciples of
Christ. Goats, which are naturally
quarrelsome, lascivious, and
excessively ill-scented, were
considered the symbols of riotous,
profane, and impure men.”
Be sure to read my wife’s
shepherding experience in the
sidebar “My Personal Experience
With Sheep and Goats.”

A parable about people
But of course the lesson of the
parable has little to do with actual
sheep and goats, whose behavior
is based on instinct. Nor is it really
a statement of whether sheep are
good and goats are bad.
Jesus was using the general
differences in their natures to teach
an important lesson about the way
He sees people: He observes our
behavior and will judge the choices
of our hearts.
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The context of the
parable of the sheep
and the goats

Jesus’ prophecy started in answer
to the disciples’ questions: “Tell
us, when will these things be?
And what will be the sign of Your
coming, and of the end of the
age?” (Matthew 24:3). The rest of
chapter 24 gives details about what
will happen before His second
coming to earth to save humanity
from self-destruction. Read more
about it in our Life, Hope & Truth
article “Understanding the Olivet
Prophecy.”
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Christ’s return and the
establishment of His perfect
government is the only solution to
this world’s spiraling descent into
evil and disaster.
Then chapter 25 continues with
three parables that tell followers
of Christ how to be faithful and
wise servants preparing for our
Master’s return.
The parable of the wise and
foolish virgins demonstrates the
importance of always staying close
to God and always being prepared
for His coming. The parable of
the talents shows the necessity
of diligently doing the work
God gives us to do and growing
spiritually.
Then comes the parable of the
sheep and the goats, highlighting
the underlying motivation we
must have. True followers of Jesus
Christ will be growing in selfsacrificing love.

The lesson for us from
the parable

The messages to the righteous
sheep and to the selfish goats are
basically opposites. Jesus gave the
same checklist of human needs,
and the difference was that the
sheep fulfilled these needs for
others while the goats did not.
“Then the King will say to those
on His right hand [the sheep],
‘Come, you blessed of My Father,
inherit the kingdom prepared for
you from the foundation of the
world: for I was hungry and you
gave Me food; I was thirsty and you
gave Me drink; I was a stranger and

MY PERSONAL
EXPERIENCE WITH SHEEP
AND GOATS
By Becky Bennett
I have to confess, I don’t really
care for sheep. Growing up, I
spent several summers reluctantly
shepherding our family’s small
flock of sheep, and I found them to
be helpless, flighty, impulsive, silly,
lemminglike creatures. (Granted,
they may not have had the highest
opinion of me as a shepherd!)
But the sheep were wonderful
compared to the goats! Perhaps it
says something about goats that
my parents never expected me
to herd them. They were carefully
contained—staked out to act as
lawn mowers, rather than being
allowed to graze in the desert
like the sheep. Independent,
adventurous, stubborn, persistent,
voracious and agile, the goats were
trouble if they were ever off of
their tethers. The smelly billy goat
could be downright dangerous!
So, no, if I wasn’t fond of the
sheep, I really disliked the goats!
But my mother loved her goats.
And I know others who think
their goats are just about the
sweetest animals around!
Personally, I think there are good
reasons Jesus chose goats
to represent self-centered,
compassionless people. However,
I realize neither sheep nor goat
characteristics are immediately
discernable in the praise and
condemnation Jesus gave in
His parable in Matthew 25. And
since sheep and goats were
both accepted as sacrifices in
the Old Testament, it may not
be good to read too much into
Jesus’ use of goats here, but to
keep the focus on the attitudes
and actions of humans!
DISCERN
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you took Me in; I was naked and you
clothed Me; I was sick and you visited
Me; I was in prison and you came to
Me’” (Matthew 25:34-36).
Of course the sheep were confused
by this. They knew they hadn’t done
any of these things for the King.
“And the King will answer and
say to them, ‘Assuredly, I say to you,
inasmuch as you did it to one of the
least of these My brethren, you did it
to Me’” (verse 40).
If we are to be the blessed sheep, not
the cursed goats, we must recognize

the needs of others and work to fill
them. We must strive to treat everyone
we meet as if we were serving Christ
Himself. And we must do it till it
becomes so natural, we don’t even
realize we are doing it!
Christ is looking for service
motivated by compassion, rather than
service done for show. He wants us to
give to those who can do nothing for
us in return (Luke 6:32-36). John asks,
if we can’t love people we have seen,
how can we truly love God, whom we
have not seen (1 John 4:20)?

The goats might
see someone in need
of food and clothing
and say, “Depart in
peace, be warmed
and filled” ( James
2:16). But a righteous
sheep will follow the
example of Jesus,
who, even though He
was so busy He “did
not even have time to
eat,” was moved with
compassion for the
crowd (Mark 6:31, 34).
He then fed them both
spiritually with His
teaching and physically
by multiplying the five
loaves and two fish
(verses 35-44).
God’s sheep must follow the example
of their compassionate Good Shepherd.
That’s a tall order. But living
Matthew 25:35-36 is how we learn to
follow Jesus Christ’s unselfish, loving
example. It’s how we avoid being a
self-serving, stubborn goat.
For additional study on this vital
subject, see our online article “How
to Be a Good Neighbor,” which
examines the parable of the Good
Samaritan. On the same page, see
also our video “What Can We Learn
From the Good Samaritan?” D
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• When evil Jezebel was killing the prophets of

God, Ahab’s servant Obadiah “hid one hundred
men of the Lord’s prophets, fifty to a cave, and
fed them with bread and water” in the midst of
a terrible drought (1 Kings 18:13).
• Dorcas “was full of good works and charitable deeds,”
making clothes for all the widows (Acts 9:36, 39).
• The author of Hebrews praised those who “had
compassion on me in my chains, and
joyfully accepted the plundering of
your goods” (Hebrews 10:34).
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The Bible, and the modern Church of God, is full
of stories of selfless service. Here are just a few
biblical stories to think about.
• When two strangers came into Sodom, Lot insisted
they come to his home so he could show them
hospitality and give them safety (Genesis 19:1-3).
• When a stranger asked for a drink of water, Rebekah
said, “Drink, my lord.” Afterward she added, “I will
draw water for your camels also, until they have
finished drinking” (Genesis 24:18-19). Imagine how
much water 10 thirsty camels could drink!

Wonders of

GOD’S
Creation
The Beauty of the Butterfly Wing
It turns out that the fanciful
designs of a butterfly’s wings
are decided upon long before
t h e r e m a r k a b l e i n s e c t e ve r
emerges from its cocoon.
Through experiments and gene
mapping, scientists have been
able to discover two of the genes
God used to make the amazing
patterns of butterfly wings.
With nearly 200,000 different
species of butterflies and moths,
each with its
own unique wing
pattern, there is an
incredible variety of
shapes and patterns.
God designed them
for various purposes. For
example, the bold orange and
black wings of a monarch butterfly
are a warning to predators that
they are poisonous. Eyespots on
the wings of other butterflies fool
predators into attacking from the
rear rather than the head.
The caterpillar must wrap itself
i n t o a p r o t e c t i ve c h r y s a l i s ,
essentially liquefying itself
before it transforms into its
flight-capable adult self. At this
point, Nature.com reports that
the WntA and optix genes work
in conjunction to shape each
butterfly’s wings: “One gene
draws the lines while a second fills
in the colours.” Researchers found
that the WntA gene is turned
on while these amazing insects
are still caterpillars. It begins to
coordinate specific parts of the
wing pattern that ultimately are
visible in the adult butterfly.
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Pictured here: Leopard Lacewing (Cethosia cyane)
Photo by James Capo, text by James Capo and
Jeremy Lallier
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Why Everyday Moments Matter
We’re launching a new column to explore some common Christian struggles in greater
depth. In this inaugural edition, we’ll take a closer look at why everyday moments matter.
By Jeremy Lallier

T

he pages of the Bible
paint a grand, sweeping
narrative that stretches
from before the first
light of creation and
continues on into the
farthest reaches of eternity.
In those pages, you’ll find the
most incredible stories—the rise
and fall of empires, angelic battles
in unseen realms, forbidden fruit
and a cunning lie that set humanity
on the path to self-destruction, a
glimpse of a Kingdom that will put
an end to evil forever, and the divine
sacrifice that opened wide the doors
to redemption and salvation.
In the face of all those grand
stories, it can be easy to forget one
fundamental truth of our religion:
Christianity is lived in moments.
We naturally gravitate toward the
dramatic climaxes: Moses parting the
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Red Sea, David slaying Goliath, Peter
walking on water, Lazarus returning to
life. As important as those stories are,
though, the real depth and breadth
of Christianity is spread across the
decisions we make in every single
moment of our lives—the dull, average,
ordinary ones matter every bit as much
as the thrilling, exciting, red-letter ones.
That includes the stressful ones
and the peaceful ones. The quiet ones
and the loud ones. The easy ones and
the hard ones. The ones where no
one is watching and the ones where
everyone is watching.
“He who says he abides in Him
ought himself also to walk just as He
walked” (1 John 2:6). To be a follower
of Jesus Christ, we must be striving
to walk in the footsteps of Jesus
Christ—not just when we’re battling
giants and parting seas, but in every
moment of every day.

There’s never a moment when
following in those footsteps is
somehow less important.

Belief versus reality

Of course, that forces us to come
to terms with another fundamental
truth of our religion:
There can be a large and
uncomfortable world of difference
between what a Christian believes and
what a Christian is.
A Christian believes in a perfect,
flawless God who provides His
followers with the blueprints for
living a perfect, flawless life. A
Christian believes in a perfect,
flawless system of objective morality
that was codified by the same perfect,
flawless God who designed the
universe we live in.
But a Christian isn’t perfect.
A Christian isn’t flawless.
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A Christian
is a flesh-and-blood
human being, and with that
humanity comes a whole host of
weaknesses and shortcomings—a
truth that those of us who live this
life know all too well.
We mess up, we fall down, we
come up short—a lot. We spend our
lives in pursuit of perfection only to
come face-to-face with our own flaws
every time we look in the mirror.
That can get discouraging, not to
mention exhausting. The constant
cycle of picking ourselves up and
dusting ourselves off after every
failure, only to throw ourselves back
into the fray once again—it doesn’t
take long before that can start to wear
us down, mentally and emotionally.

Focusing on solutions

But I’m not telling you anything
new. You’re here; you’re in this;
you’re living it day in and day out.
So let’s not waste any more time
rehashing what we all already know.
Let’s talk about solutions instead.
That’s what this new column is
about. If Christianity is lived in
moments, let’s talk about those
moments—specifically the difficult
ones, the ones we’re not so proud of,
the ones we need help with. If our
goal is to become better Christians—
to get better at walking just as our
older Brother walked—He will help
us take a closer look at the places we
keep stumbling and figure out what
we can do about them.
In this column, we’re going to
examine specific struggles Christians
commonly face, and we’re going to
lay out specific solutions for those
problems. We’re going to go deeper
than just recommending more prayer
and more Bible study. Those things
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are absolutely
important—extremely
important—and fundamental, but
just praying harder isn’t going to
make a pornography addiction go
away. All the Bible study in the world
isn’t enough, by itself, to put an end to
a character defect.
It takes more than that. It takes a
plan. It takes action steps. It takes
practical advice for what to do in the
moments, whenever and wherever
those moments come.

The moments that matter

No one who understands the
Christian journey expects only fun
and comfort. We’re doing this because
we know the footsteps of our older
Brother lead to somewhere worth
going, no matter, as He said, how
“narrow is the gate and difficult is the
way which leads to life” (Matthew 7:14).
So here’s today’s practical advice:
Christianity might be lived in
moments, but the most important
moments aren’t the ones behind
you—they’re the ones ahead of you.
The book of Proverbs says that “a
righteous man may fall seven times
and rise again” (Proverbs 24:16). Paul
wrote, “Forgetting those things which
are behind and reaching forward to
those things which are ahead, I press
toward the goal for the prize of the
upward call of God in Christ Jesus”
(Philippians 3:13-14).

A road worth traveling

No, you’re not perfect. Yes, you’re
going to make mistakes and bad
decisions on your journey to the
Kingdom of God. But Christianity
isn’t about being perfect—it’s about
the journey toward perfection.
The author of Hebrews urged
God’s people to “go on to perfection”
(Hebrews 6:1). Jesus described the
result if His disciples lived more and
more in line with the spiritual intent

of God’s law: “You shall be perfect,
just as your Father in heaven is
perfect” (Matthew 5:48).
It’s important to note that the
Greek word for perfection isn’t about
being flawless—it’s about being
mature and complete, in the sense
that an oak tree is the mature and
complete form of an acorn.
Also important to note: these verses
focus on the future, not the present.
No one, especially not the God who
created your human frame, expects
you to be perfect right now, in this
moment. But that same God, the
God who called you to follow in the
footsteps of Jesus Christ, does expect
you to pursue perfection.
Christianity isn’t about the falling
down. It’s about the getting back up
and trying again. It’s not about what’s
behind you. It’s about what’s ahead.
Don’t let your past failures drag
you down. We’re all human; we all
have them. Our job is to keep getting
up and keep moving forward—“for
so an entrance will be supplied to
you abundantly into the everlasting
kingdom of our Lord and Savior
Jesus Christ” (2 Peter 1:11).

Suggestions welcome

If you’d like to suggest a topic for
future editions of “Christianity in
Progress,” you can do so anonymously
at lifehopeandtruth.com/ideas. We
look forward to your suggestions!
In the meantime, be sure to read
our free booklet Change Your Life. It’s a
great start to building the foundational
principles for progress—understanding
sin, repentance and conversion. D
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Venezuela Crisis:
From Riches to Rags

Venezuela is in the throes of an economic death spiral. The resulting
violence and hunger have propelled a mass exodus that threatens the
entire region. What led to the implosion, and could it spread?
By Neal Hogberg

W

ith conditions
deteriorating
daily, an estimated
3 million
Venezuelans
had already fled
the crisis-wracked country as of
October 2018, according to a United
Nations estimate.
Colombia, Peru, Ecuador,
Argentina, Chile and Brazil are on
the fault lines of this crisis that has
become the largest mass migration
in Latin American history.

A hyperinflation nightmare

Venezuela, noted The Atlantic, is
suffering “the kind of implosion
that hardly ever occurs in a middleincome country like it outside of war.”
Though blessed with the world’s
largest oil reserves, Venezuela suffers
from a perfect storm of an economy
in meltdown, runaway inflation,
despotism, mass emigration,
criminality, disease and starvation.
As a result, by the end of 2018, its
economy will have shriveled by
about half in the last five years.
Prices doubled approximately every
25 days in 2018.
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In a desperate move, Venezuela
officially lopped five zeros from prices
and its currency as part of what has
been dubbed one of the greatest
currency devaluations in history.

Suffering spreading like a
plague

The limited foreign press coverage
focuses on shortages of basic consumer
goods—from toilet paper to toothpaste.
But examples of the nation’s financial
torment are far-reaching. Four-hour
blackouts and lack of access to clean
water are standard.
An epidemic of violence has given
the capital of Caracas the world’s
highest murder rate. Shopping malls,
grocery stores and food trucks are
targets of mass looting attacks, and
the nation’s food is now transported
under armed guard.
According to Foreign Affairs, drug
trafficking has emerged alongside oil
production as a source of income for
those close to the ruling elite. “The
offices of the Treasury, the central
bank, and the national oil company,”
details Foreign Affairs, “have become
laboratories where complicated
financial crimes are hatched”

(Moisés Naím and Francisco Toro,
“Venezuela’s Suicide,” November/
December 2018).

A “health holocaust”

The worst consequences of a
financial implosion always fall on a
country’s poor. Venezuela’s health care
and medicine have reverted back to
19th-century conditions. The country
recorded its first case of polio in over 30
years, and the newspaper El Nacional
dubbed the growth in untreated health
conditions a “health holocaust.”
Though Venezuela was the first
country certified for eradicating
malaria in its most populated areas
back in 1961—even before the United
States did—the disease has returned
with a vengeance, as has measles.
The infant mortality rate has
increased a hundredfold. Growing
numbers of Venezuelan parents are
tragically reported to be dumping
their children in Colombian border
towns or abandoning them at
orphanages because they can no
longer look after them.
Hobbled by the nationalization of
farms as well as price and currency
controls, Venezuela can no longer
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feed its people. Fields lie fallow for
lack of fertilizers or equipment.
Despite the deprivation, the
government has rejected aid from
many countries. The Maduro regime
is skillfully using hunger as a weapon
to quash dissent.
Even if food were available, 61
percent of Venezuelans live in extreme
poverty, and nine out of 10 citizens say
they do not have enough money to feed
themselves. Half of Venezuelan children
now miss school due to hunger.
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How Venezuela
struck it poor

Venezuela was not always an
economic basket case. In 1914 the
discovery of oil brought Venezuela
enormous wealth. By 1950 Venezuela
was a world leader in oil output,
enjoying the fourth-highest per capita
income in the world. Riding a spike in
oil prices, in 2001 Venezuela boasted of
being Latin America’s wealthiest country.
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Though socialism had already
proven to be globally discredited, Hugo
Chávez skillfully mined discontent
after his election to Venezuela’s
presidency in 1999. He promised to
redeem the downtrodden by crushing
centuries-old perceived tyrannies
through his own brand of socialism.
Mr. Chávez benefited from about
$1 trillion in oil sales during his 14
years as president. This enabled him
to launch massive social spending
programs to secure votes. “He could,”
according to historian Daniel Pipes,
“even afford to kill the goose laying
golden eggs, replacing competent
professionals at the governmentowned oil company with agents,
stooges and sycophants” (“Venezuela’s
Tyranny of Bad Ideas,” Wall Street
Journal, Aug. 26, 2018).
Natural resource wealth—oil
accounted for 96 percent of
Venezuela’s revenues—turned into a
curse as oil prices cratered.

Nothing left to steal

When Mr. Chávez came to power,
there were more than 800,000
private businesses in Venezuela.
Today fewer than 230,000 remain.
Wealthy, university-educated and
entrepreneurial-minded Venezuelans
left. Over time the government took
over industry after industry.
After Mr. Chávez’s death, his even
more brutal handpicked successor,
Nicolás Maduro, took the helm in
2013. Mr. Maduro doubled down on
socialism by nationalizing significant
chunks of the Venezuelan economy,
then running them into the ground.
But, just as Margaret Thatcher
once warned about socialism,
“they always run out of other
people’s money.” With no more
companies to confiscate, the
government has increasingly
turned to creating money to make
up the difference between revenue
and political promises.
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This has led to massive inflation,
the devastation of the currency and
economy, and the recent admission
from President Maduro that the
socialist economic model has “failed.”

Socialism as savior?

Socialism—where theoretically
everyone in society equally owns the
factors of production—sounded great
to a vast underprivileged class. They
were promised that evil capitalists and
corporations would no longer be able to
exploit them. Instead, Venezuela provides
a cautionary tale on how socialist policies
hollow out and destroy a nation.
Despite this reality, an August 2018
Newsweek cover proclaimed, “The
Capitalism Crisis: Is America Really
Turning Socialist?” This was after a
recent Gallup survey purported to
show that Americans—especially a
generation of young people who have
lived in astounding affluence—are
enamored with socialism.
It has been just over a generation
since the failure of Soviet communism—
the most extreme of the many forms of
socialism. In spite of that history, Gallup
notes socialism is growing more popular
among young people, who now have “a
more positive image of socialism than
they do of capitalism.”
Some point to the Nordic countries
as socialist success stories, but we
should remember they rely on vast
natural resources to fund their social
programs. And their version of
socialism could really be defined as
“compassionate capitalism” according
to Jeffrey Dorfman in Forbes. It is quite
different from Venezuelan socialism.
Still, unless you look past the
superficial appeal of socialism, you
may fail to see its inherent flaws.

The problems
with socialism

Though socialism often starts
off with high ideals and sounds
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compassionate, its application in the
real world hasn’t brought a desired
utopia because it is antithetical to
both the laws of human nature and
biblical principles.
The foundation of socialism is
based on a materialistic worldview,
where suffering is blamed almost
entirely on the unequal distribution
of resources.
But Venezuela is a graphic example
of the greatest potential danger
of socialism—corrupt, tyrannical
dictatorships. When the state is given
greater control of economic resources,
there is greater opportunity and
temptation for those in power to
exploit that control for their own gain.
Many historical examples show the
inherent proclivity of socialist regimes
toward tyranny (consider the Soviet
Union, China, North Korea, Cuba, etc.).
Jesus Christ specifically condemned
the abuse of authority by those in
power (Mark 10:42-43). To be fair, we
must also remember that tyranny can
emerge out of nonsocialist systems
as well. But history shows that
socialist or communist regimes are
particularly susceptible to this danger.
More fundamental to socialism’s
failing, though, is that it intentionally
buries God, substituting as false
messiahs human leaders who promise
security and blessings.
The Bible is very direct about the
necessity for individuals and societies
to care for their poor and helpless
(Exodus 23:11; Proverbs 14:21). God
also condemns greed and neglecting
to care for the needy (Luke 6:30-31;
Proverbs 22:16). But it also teaches
that a laborer is worthy of his or her
wages and that workers should be able
to enjoy the fruit of their own labor (1
Timothy 5:18; Psalm 128:2).
What the philosophy of socialism
fails to account for and cannot control
is covetousness and greed—lusting
for and desiring the wealth of others

(Exodus 20:17). One could argue that
these are the underlying motivations
of socialism. And, yes, one could
also argue that the same is true of
capitalism—and any other human
government, for that matter!
The fact is, humanity’s track record
of ignoring God and governing
ourselves in any form inevitably leads
to disappointment and failure. When
you consider socialism, Winston
Churchill’s discernment of the
dogma’s false promise and danger was
right. He stated, “The inherent virtue
of socialism is the equal sharing of
misery,” and he followed that with,
“Socialism is the philosophy of failure,
the creed of ignorance, and the gospel
of envy.”

Will other nations learn the
lessons of Venezuela?

Winston Churchill’s wisdom is
increasingly being ignored, especially
in Great Britain and the United
States, where many of our readers
are. Younger generations have been
raised in broken education systems
replete with moral equivalency and a
jaundiced view of their own nation’s
history. So they don’t learn from the
history of the failed economic theory
that is now crippling the people and
economy of Venezuela.
God’s Word tells us that people will
be blessed for obedience or cursed for
disobedience on both a personal and
national level (Leviticus 26). Will the
United States and Great Britain learn
the lessons of history and choose to
follow God, or will their people choose
the path of socialism? Time will tell. But
whatever path they choose, if it is not
God’s, these countries will face terrible
times ahead because of their sins.
For more information about the
incredible history and future of the
United States and Britain, read our
booklet The United States, Britain and
the Commonwealth in Prophecy. D
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CHRIST
VERSUS

Did Jesus’
CHRISTIANITY
Commandments
Replace the
10 Commandments?
Some believe that Jesus replaced the 10 Commandments with
“new” commandments. Did Jesus teach obedience to the 10
Commandments or did He abolish them?
By Erik Jones

M

any Protestants believe
that Jesus came to earth
and replaced the 10
Commandments with
new commandments—
Jesus’ commandments.
This view is often supported by
statements Jesus made in the Gospel
of John. Three times He referred
to the necessity of keeping “My
commandments” ( John 14:15, 21;
15:10). Those statements are then
connected with Jesus’ words in John
13:34: “A new commandment I give
to you, that you love one another;
as I have loved you, that you also
love one another” (emphasis added
throughout).
Many believe that Jesus came to
free us from the restrictive
commandments of the Old Covenant
by replacing them with the simple
commandment to love.
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Andy Stanley, pastor of the North
Point Community Church outside
Atlanta, Georgia, recently expressed
this view in a Sept. 18, 2018,
commentary for Relevant Magazine:
“Jesus issued his new
commandment as a replacement
for everything in the existing list.
Including the big ten. Just as his
new covenant replaced the old
covenant, Jesus’ new commandment
replaced all the old commandments.
Participants in the new covenant
(that’s Christians) are not required
to obey any of the commandments
found in the first part of their Bibles.
Participants in the new covenant are
expected to obey the single command
Jesus issued as part of his new
covenant: as I have loved you, so you
must love one another.”
But were the “big 10” really
superseded and replaced by a

new commandment of love? Let’s
consider three points to help us
understand what the truth really is.

1. The commandment to
love was not new

The idea that Jesus replaced the old
commandments with a new
commandment is based on a major
misunderstanding of the Bible. It’s the
idea that the Old Testament depicts
a harsh, restrictive God (usually
considered the Father), while the New
Testament reveals the gentle, kind
Jesus Christ, who replaced the Father’s
old law with the new command to love.
One problem with that view is that it
ignores the fact that love was not new.
All the way back in Leviticus 19:18,
God gave Old Testament Israel direct
instruction on how to live: “You
shall not take vengeance, nor bear
any grudge against the children of
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your people, but you shall love your
neighbor as yourself: I am the Lord.”
God, speaking through Moses,
commanded the Israelites to show love
to each other. Many other Old Testament
scriptures talk about love—both God’s
love and the necessity for people to love
Him and others (Deuteronomy 5:10;
6:5; 7:8-9; 10:19; 11:13).
The point is that love was not a new
concept revealed by Jesus.

2. The 10 Commandments
are all about love

The 10 Commandments, at their
heart and core, are all about love.
In Matthew 22 we read about a
lawyer who asked Jesus, “Which is the
greatest commandment in the law?”—
trying to tempt Jesus into declaring
one commandment more important
than the others. Jesus saw right
through this. He showed that what was
most important was the intent of the
commandments—not one individual
command. Jesus answered, “‘You shall
love the Lord your God with all your
heart, with all your soul, and with all
your mind.’ This is the first and great
commandment” (verses 37-38).
Jesus was simply quoting what had
already been revealed hundreds of
years earlier through Moses: The overall
intent of the 10 Commandments is to
teach us how to show love.
The first and great commandment
is to love God with all our
being—which is what the first
four commandments teach us.
We love Him by putting Him
above everything else (First
Commandment), by not making
or worshipping idols (Second
Commandment), by showing proper
reverence toward His name (Third
Commandment) and by worshipping
Him on His holy Sabbath day
(Fourth Commandment).
Jesus then went on to say, “And the
second is like it: ‘You shall love your
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neighbor as yourself ’” (verse 39). Jesus
was quoting from Leviticus 19:18 to
give the basic intent of the last six
commandments: to show love to other
people. If you read through the last
six commandments, you will discover
they are all intended to teach us how
to show love to other people.
The commandments define love!
Years later, the apostle Paul wrote,
“Love does no harm to a neighbor;
therefore love is the fulfillment of the
law” (Romans 13:10).

3. Jesus’ new commandment
was the “how to” factor
Now let’s take a closer look at Jesus’
statement in John 13:34 about “a new
commandment.” What was new?
A closer look at the verse makes it
clear: “A new commandment I give
to you, that you love one another; as
I have loved you, that you also love
one another.”
Love wasn’t new—but Jesus’ example
of love in action was!
Jesus Christ came to earth to do
many things, and one of those
things was to give a living, breathing
example of what perfect love looked
like. Throughout His life, He showed
what it means to perfectly love God
and to perfectly love other people.
The Gospel accounts of His life give
us many examples of His perfect
love, which culminated in His
sacrificial death for us ( John 3:16;
15:13; Mark 10:45).
If you want to learn how to keep the
10 Commandments—which
essentially means you want to learn
how to love God and your fellow
man—there’s no better place to look
than the life of Jesus Christ.
To learn more about the intent and
purpose of the 10 Commandments,
consider downloading our free
booklet God’s 10 Commandments: Still
Relevant Today and check out our
article “Jesus and the Law.” D

A CLOSER LOOK AT
JOHN 15:10
Those who believe Jesus’
commandments replaced
the 10 Commandments
sometimes cite John
15:10: “If you keep My
commandments, you will
abide in My love, just as
I have kept My Father’s
commandments and abide
in His love.”
Jesus didn’t come to do
away with or replace the
commandments (in fact,
He said that very directly in
Matthew 5:17). He came to
show us how to keep them.
In John 15:10. He is very
clear that He kept all of His
Father’s commandments.
This statement alone proves
that they are for Christians.
A Christian is one who
follows Christ. Christians
are called to be disciples
(or pupils) of the Master
Teacher, Jesus Christ. Jesus
made this clear in Matthew
16:24—“If anyone desires
to come after Me, let him
deny himself, and take
up his cross, and follow
Me”—and John 10:27—“My
sheep hear My voice, …
and they follow Me.” His
apostles later reinforced
this truth (1 Corinthians
11:1; 1 Peter 2:21).
Since Jesus was clear that
He obeyed His Father’s
commandments, then in
order to truly follow Him,
we must obey the Father’s
commandments as well.
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Diverting the Mekong
The Asian river that once symbolized
death and destruction traded
meanings when a life-changing
event occurred in its waters.
THE MEKONG—IT’S ONE OF THOSE mysteriously
exotic names. A name I remember hearing on the nightly
news during the Vietnam War when I was a child. From
its headwaters on the Tibetan Plateau, the world’s 12th
longest river flows some 2,700 miles through Burma,
Laos, Thailand, Cambodia and, finally, Vietnam, where
the river delta empties into the South China Sea.
When I lived on the Thai side of the river, the
brown water represented danger. On the far bank was
communist-controlled Laos, a client state of the Soviet
Union and an enemy of Thailand. We would hear
Soviet-built military helicopters thunder over the jungle
as they flew in and out of Huay Xai. Laotian and Thai
soldiers exchanged gunfire across the river. Both banks
were under constant surveillance.
Some of my Laotian refugee students, among the
Hmong, Yao, Lao Tueng and Lahu hill tribes, would
occasionally disappear from my English classes for
days at a time. Other students would tell me with a
wink, “They went swimming.” They were across the
Mekong, fighting an ongoing guerrilla war. Several
mischievously invited me to go on a foray with them,
but I was committed to a different mission.
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From death to life

One day, however, the river that represented war and its
attendant suffering to millions of people, took on a joyous
overtone in my life. While communist sentinels watched
through binoculars, a pastor asked me if I had repented
of my sins and accepted Jesus Christ as my Savior. When
I replied that I had, he immersed me in the waters of the
Mekong. Then he laid his hands on my head and asked
God to grant me the gift of the Holy Spirit.
It was the formal beginning of my life as a Christian.
It was a new start, a necessary milestone on the road to
eternal life.
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The Bible explains that God wants to give us the free
gift of eternal life (Romans 6:23). But since the wages of
sin is death, and since we all have sinned (Romans 3:23),
we are not eligible for that gift until the penalty is paid
and an amnesty applied.
The penalty was paid for all mankind at Christ’s
crucifixion. The forgiveness is granted, individually, at
the moment of baptism. As Peter explained on the Day of
Pentecost: “Repent, and let every one of you be baptized
in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins; and
you shall receive the gift of the Holy Spirit” (Acts 2:38).

What about you?

If you have been baptized, I’m sure you remember
your day as I remember mine. If you have not yet been
baptized, as the Bible instructs us, may I ask why not?
Are you waiting for something? To be good enough,
spiritual enough, to have your life completely in order?
Those are not good reasons. Baptism is for sinners
seeking a new life. It’s for the imperfect, not the perfect.
If you don’t know where to start, you can write us
here at Discern. We can help you find answers to any
questions you may have about baptism and living the
Christian life, and we can put you in touch with a pastor
who can guide you through the process. Then you can
formally put your life in God’s hands and receive His free
gifts. It’s the most important decision you can make in
this life because the consequences are eternal.
As the Mekong traded meanings for me, so baptism
sets us on a different path, from death toward life.
—Joel Meeker
@JoelMeeker
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How Does God Reveal Himself
in the Bible?
God is more
accessible and
more incredible
than people
have imagined.
Really getting
to know God
will transform
your life for the
better forever!

Download the free booklet
Getting to Know the God of the Bible
from the

Learning Center on LifeHopeandTruth.com

